Computer graphics presentations and analysis of hydrogen bonds from molecular dynamics simulation.
To obtain better insights into the dynamic nature of hydrogen bonding, computer graphics representations were introduced as an aid for the analysis of molecular dynamics trajectories. A schematic representation of hydrogen bonding patterns is generated to reflect the frequency and the type of hydrogen bonding occurring during the simulation period. Various trajectory plots for monitoring geometrical parameters and for analyzing three-center hydrogen bonding were also generated. The methods proposed are applicable to a variety of biopolymers. In this study, hydrogen bonding in the d(G)6.d(C)6 system was examined. For the nucleic acid fragments examined, three-center hydrogen bonds can be classified as in-plane and major or minor groove types. The in-plane three-center hydrogen bond represents a stable state in which both bonds simultaneously satisfy the relaxed hydrogen bonding criteria for a measurable period. On the other hand, groove three-center hydrogen bonds behave as a transient intermediate state in a flip-flop hydrogen bonding system.